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“Respect for
humanity is the
foundation of all

interaction.”
 

 – Dr. Jamal Barzinji
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Letter from the Director
Dear All!

This year we launched the Barzinji Institute for Global Virtual Learning! We
transitioned from simply being a “project” to an “institute” which represents the desire
for us to have a permanent status within Shenandoah University and promote virtual
learning and exchange in higher education. During this transition, we have become
nationally and internationally recognized as a leader in the space of virtual exchange
and global virtual learning with us winning awards and presenting at international
conferences. We further expanded to three pillars - academic, service and
conference. 

The academic pillar focuses on Collaborative Online International Learning (COIL)
where professors from Shenandoah work with professors of our international
partners to create a shared module in their courses where the students interact.
Students create a shared project together on topics related to the UN Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) and learn about each other’s cultures along the way.
Shenandoah is one of the few institutions of higher education that has its own COIL
training program. Some of our highlights include one of our COIL fellows winning a
prestigious Fulbright award to work with the University of Cardiff in the UK and
having four presentations at the International Virtual Exchange Conference (IVEC). 

The service pillar centers on the Zero Hunger Project, where Shenandoah’s Center for
Civic Engagement works with Yarmouk University’s (Jordan) Refugees Studies Center
to conduct surveys at local food banks. The surveys will help food bank organizers
better understand the needs of their clientele and what foods they need. The two
Centers will compare notes and best practices and will visit each other to learn more
about each other’s works. We are fortunate that the Service pillar was profiled in the
local Winchester Star and will present at the Association of International Education
Administrators (AIEA) annual conference. The Shenandoah delegation plans to visit
Yarmouk this spring break to better learn how they are serving their local
communities. 

Last, this Fall - Monday, October 2nd and Tuesday, October 3rd (save the date!) - we
plan to have a conference where we will showcase our various projects and initiatives
and have internationally renowned speakers and personalities. We plan to have
panels on COIL, the Zero Hunger Project, and virtual reality with our international 
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https://www.winchesterstar.com/winchester_star/survey-could-help-food-bank-better-address-local-needs/article_5dfb53e4-7452-5982-bac2-8e716ab3635e.html


partners joining us. At the conference, we plan to develop a consortium of Virginia
colleges and universities who are committed to global virtual learning. Through the
consortium, we hope to expand our COIL training to include those from other schools
and create an asynchronous course that faculty can go through and receive proper
accreditation.

This is an exciting time to be in Global Virtual Learning as we watch our programs
rapidly expand and become recognized in the virtual exchange community. We look
forward to the year ahead and your continued support! All the best. 

Younus Y. Mirza
Director of the Barzinji Institute
For Global Virtual Learning 
Shenandoah University  
ymirza@su.edu    
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Encouraging
institutions of

higher education
to promote and

advance
collaboration in

higher education.

"Barzinji Institute is an innovative site for global learning. Dr.
Younus is spearheading the Institute with his forward-looking vision
and boundless energy. The Center for Islam in the Contemporary
World at Shenandoah University is grateful for the partnership
with the Barzinji Institute. We are looking forward to a fruitful
collaboration in the future."

- Ermin Sinanović, Executive Director at the Center for Islam in the
Contemporary World (CICW) at Shenandoah University
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I first met Dr. Mirza in October 2019, when he attended my pre-
conference workshop on COIL at the AAC&U Global Learning
Conference. Since that time, I have been awestruck by his
extraordinary leadership of Global Virtual Learning at
Shenandoah. An alum of FIU’s 2021 COIL Virtual Exchange
Leadership Institute, Dr. Mirza will join us this year as a guest
speaker to describe how in just a few short years, he has made
COIL virtual exchange a signature component of a Shenandoah
education.”

- Stephanie Doscher, Director of Collaborative Online International
Learning, Florida International University (FIU)

In my work as an international faculty trainer, I often use examples
drawn from the work of Shenandoah University, not only of
exemplary international collaborative courses faculty have
developed, but I also use examples drawn from the overall
strategy SU is using to grow and sustain international, student-
centered learning experiences.  It has been a great honor to work
both with faculty and the senior leadership here the past three
years. After spending two days on campus this year learning more
about their efforts, it was clear that some of the best work being
done anywhere in the world is being done right here in virtual
international collaborative learning."

- Greg W. Tuke, International COIL Virtual Exchange Consultant 

Shenandoah has done a remarkable job creating a home for
virtual exchange. They have been able to help students and
educators embark on international learning within a few short
years of getting involved in the field while also attending to the
equally important work of building institutional support and
creating a community of practice.”

- Henry Shepherd, Assistant Director, Stevens Initiative



Shenandoah University’s capacity to scale global virtual learning
programming within a relatively short time frame has been quite
remarkable. It is evident that part of this success lies in
empowering, motivating, and supporting their faculty to build and
expand COIL partnerships around the world. Shenandoah was one
of only three US higher education institutions selected for the US-
UK Fulbright Global Challenges Teaching Award, the first award of
its kind to bring together classrooms on both sides of the Atlantic
to address global challenges like climate change, pandemics, and
racial justice through COIL. Shenandoah’s innovative approach to
internationalization is not only providing sustainable global
learning experiences for its students but is also positioning
Shenandoah as a leader in global teaching and learning.”

- Veronica Onorevole, Director of Innovative Global Education
Initiatives within the Office of Global Citizenship for Campus,
Community, and Careers at the American Association of Colleges
and Universities (AAC&U)

I believe that Shenandoah University through the Barzinji Institute
has done a lot of invaluable work regarding COIL. Shenandoah has
connected faculty members from Shenandoah University with
faculty members from Yarmouk University/Jordan, Malaysia, and
Palestine; allowing professors to teach their courses
collaboratively, giving their students the COIL quality education
experience, which is a major UN SDG goal. Students at both
Universities are not only being lectured by an overseas professor,
but they are also given the opportunity to work on joint projects
together. Shenandoah/COIL has allowed students from both parts
of the world to work together in a unique and motivating
environment. They have learnt from the different experiences of
another country and another culture, and they both
have built friendships that probably will last even after their COIL is
over. I must say that the weekly training for COIL was very helpful
and the follow up meetings reflect the seriousness and dedicated
hard work of Dr. Younus Mirza who is the Head of the Barzinji
Institute and his team."

- Dr. Sawsan Daraiseh, Yarmouk University, Jordan



Global Virtual Learning graduated two more cohorts on Collaborative Online
International Learning (COIL).  The training teaches American and international
faculty how to create a shared module in their classes where their students can
interact with each other.  The workshops are organized by Dr. Vicky Spencer with
support from Dr. Alanna Tierno.  We currently have over 80 trained fellows impacting
over 1000 students globally.  Please see the Spring and Fall cohorts and the Spring
collaborative projects.  

COIL Training

trained fellows impacting over 1000 students
globally.80
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q2bQ2hZu4w26l9f-xKjwB20xFpUr-Cs6/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kr7kqN11QFJf6moKHx6ZfP--Qh2SXEu-/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vGR8rEKN8OH6LZNEjgWGUlS1IR_T6-1X/view


Workshops
The Barzinji Institute facilitated three
workshops on COIL, virtual reality and
inclusive pedagogy.  The workshops
allow Shenandoah and its partner
universities to exchange the newest
ideas on higher education and teaching
and learning.   The first was given by
Professor Bobby Hilliard on COIL Virtual
Exchange at the Arab American
University of Palestine (AAUP) to
around 25 faculty.  He spoke about how
COIL works and encouraged AAUP
faculty to apply to the Program.   

Dr. Mohammad Obeid conducted the
second one on virtual reality and
shared, “It was a pleasure to visit our
colleagues at IIUM and conduct the
AR/VR workshop and speak at the
ICOM ‘22.

Participants including faculty, staff, and
students were eager to learn and were
very engaged in using the technology.
Many participants were able to create
their own AR/VR software applications
and showed interest in taking that
knowledge to the next step. I was very
humbled by IIUM’s hospitality and
organization which made the visit very
memorable.” Moreover, one of the
workshop participants Dr. Aidrina
Sofiadin mentioned, “Dr. Mohammad F.
Obeid has helped me to start my
journey of VR... The course exceeded
my expectations and was entirely
relevant to the stated learning
objectives. Looking forward to more
collaboration on VR projects in the
future.” 

https://www.su.edu/faculty-staff/faculty/robert-hilliard/


The last was on inclusive pedagogy
by Professor Vicky Spencer.  Dr.
Spencer is our COIL workshop
coordinator and got the opportunity
to work with our COIL fellows at IIUM
which led to the presentation.  Over
175 participants attended and the
talk has close to 150 views on
YouTube.  COIL fellow and trainer Dr.
Mira Kartiwi and IIUM's Centre for
Professional Development helped
organize the program.  

The Barzinji Institute YouTube
Channel grew to around 50
affiliated videos and 20 subscribers
with a total of over 3000 views.  The
various videos highlight
presentations related to COIL and
virtual exchange as well as faculty
and student work.  

YouTube Channel

3000 
views
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1RTZPv4RQSA&list=PLBHuZOVoWUqkLpAUHIFqToH7lXjH_cGuq&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/@globalvirtuallearningatshe5033
https://youtu.be/GNcmJgR--VA


The Global Service Project on Zero hunger launched and developed a team in both
Shenandoah and Yarmouk University (Jordan). The teams will collaborate and share
best practices as they survey their local food banks regarding what their clientele
most needs. The Project was recently profiled in the Winchester Star.

Global Service Project

Top Left: Project Directors Scott McClure and Rebecca Gibson are featured in the local
newspaper Winchester Star regarding the Zero Hunger Project 
Top Right: Yarmouk Zero Hunger Team works on surveys that they conducted at local
refugee camps
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https://www.winchesterstar.com/winchester_star/survey-could-help-food-bank-better-address-local-needs/article_5dfb53e4-7452-5982-bac2-8e716ab3635e.html


The Barzinji Institute facilitates two MOU signings, the first with the Arab American
University of Palestine (AAUP) and the other with Yarmouk University (in Jordan).  The
MOU signing with Yarmouk University occurred on their campus and included a
statement of work with the Refugee Studies Center and meeting Yarmouk’s COIL
fellows. 

MOUs
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Signing of MOU with Yarmouk University

Shenandoah and Yarmouk University delegates
discuss ways that their universities can
collaborate

Shenandoah delegation tours a refugee camp in
the North of Jordan

https://www.su.edu/blog/2022/02/28/shenandoah-aaup-sign-memorandum-of-understanding-bolster-international-partnership/
https://www.su.edu/blog/2022/02/28/shenandoah-aaup-sign-memorandum-of-understanding-bolster-international-partnership/
https://www.su.edu/blog/2022/08/12/shenandoah-formalizes-international-partnership-with-yarmouk-university/
https://www.su.edu/blog/2022/08/12/shenandoah-formalizes-international-partnership-with-yarmouk-university/


Awards
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Shenandoah signs a MOU with the Arab American University of Palestine on Shenandoah’s Winchester
campus

Shenandoah University professor Staci Strobl wins a prestigious COIL Virtual
Exchange Fulbright award with the UK.  The award was a partnership between the
American Council of Education (ACE) and the US-UK Fulbright commission.  Staci was
a fellow in our Fall 2021 COIL training where she learned the basics of COIL, virtual
exchange and international partnerships.  Staci and her partner Sammie Buzzard
(Cardiff University in the UK) had their students create podcasts on climate change
where they explored areas in the world where rising temperatures had the most
effect.  The award demonstrates that Shenandoah is becoming recognized in the
global virtual exchange space and that government agencies are increasingly
investing in the modality.

https://www.su.edu/blog/2022/04/12/shenandoah-university-professor-earns-global-challenges-teaching-award/
https://www.su.edu/blog/2023/01/25/shenandoah-cardiff-universities-complete-international-exchange-project-through-us-uk-fulbright-commission-award/


Director Younus Y. Mirza was
recognized by the Shenandoah
University Board of Trustees
for his work with the Barzinji
Institute. Specifically, the award
highlighted Dr. Mirza’s role in
establishing COIL at
Shenandoah, expanding virtual
exchange opportunities, and
winning various grants for the
University. 
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Publications
Director Younus Y. Mirza publishes a history of the Barzinji Institute, especially
in how it transformed from an in-person exchange project with Muslim-Majority
Countries to an Institute of Global Virtual Learning.  The article is forthcoming
on an edited volume on Jamal Barzinji entitled “A Socially Engaged Islam: Dr.
Jamal al-Barzinji Felicitation Volume.” 
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https://www.su.edu/blog/2022/09/27/the-barzinji-institute-for-global-virtual-learning-a-legacy-of-dr-jamal-barzinji/


Dr. Mirza also published an article on
COIL as part of a roundtable on the
emerging field of Interreligious Studies.  
He discusses how the field - especially
its applied, pre-professional and
interconnected focus - has helped him
think through and structure COIL
programs at Shenandoah University.
The article was published in the Journal
of Interreligious Studies.
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COIL Fellows Professor Catherine Shiffman and Dina
Sijamhodžic-Nadarevic publish the article “Bringing the World
into University Educator and Leadership Classes with Virtual
Exchange: A Practical Guide for Faculty” in the edited volume
Recipes to Combat the Isms. They discuss how COIL can be a
vehicle to fight prejudice and discrimination.  

Dr. Jamal Barzinji and Dr. Yaqub Mirza (Shenandoah Board of Trustee, Chair of Academic Affairs
Committee) discuss reform of higher education in Woodstock, Virginia in the Shenandoah Valley.  Their
discussions eventually led to the Barzinji Institute.

https://irstudies.org/index.php/jirs/article/view/735/693
https://irstudies.org/index.php/jirs/issue/view/49
https://irstudies.org/index.php/jirs/issue/view/49
https://www.lulu.com/shop/sonia-rodriguez-and-rosemary-papa-and-kelly-brown/recipes-to-combat-the-isms-volume-two/paperback/product-qv6g8v.html?page=1&pageSize=4
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Virtual Forums
The Barzinji Institute organized five virtual forums on a variety of topics, from COIL
Virtual Exchange to Faith-based well building. The Forums bring together American
and international guests and highlight projects and collaborations. Each forum is
recorded and uploaded to our YouTube channel:

Five Pillars of Prosperity 
Implementing COIL Virtual
Exchange in the Classroom 
Climate Change Between
the US and UK: COIL
Virtual Exchange Among
American and Welsh
Students
Implementing 360 GLE in
the Classroom
Scaling COIL Virtual
Exchange: A Discussion
Among Global Partners

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bSY3CF7HI2k&list=PLBHuZOVoWUqkLpAUHIFqToH7lXjH_cGuq&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bSY3CF7HI2k&list=PLBHuZOVoWUqkLpAUHIFqToH7lXjH_cGuq&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5VIDH6miGs&list=PLBHuZOVoWUqkLpAUHIFqToH7lXjH_cGuq&index=5&t=1046s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5VIDH6miGs&list=PLBHuZOVoWUqkLpAUHIFqToH7lXjH_cGuq&index=5&t=1046s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z6E58j7eZ3A&list=PLBHuZOVoWUqkLpAUHIFqToH7lXjH_cGuq&index=7&t=2835s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=alYlbB5VjZ8&list=PLBHuZOVoWUqkLpAUHIFqToH7lXjH_cGuq&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwVfcWcG9YQ&list=PLBHuZOVoWUqkLpAUHIFqToH7lXjH_cGuq&index=9&t=22s
https://www.youtube.com/live/bSY3CF7HI2k?feature=share
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Conference Presentations

"Connecting Virtual Exchange to Diversity, Equity and Inclusion” at the American 
 Association of Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) annual conference, by Amy
Sarch, Ting-Yu Chen, Mira Kartiwi, and Younus Mirza 
“The case for international learning experiences in educational leadership
preparation,” at the University Council for Educational Administration Conference,
by Catherine Shiffman
International Virtual Exchange Conference 2022:

“Let’s Hear from the Students” by Vicky Spencer and Hamza Salleh, H. Badley,
& Nasarulfahmi Mat Ghazali
“Cultural Opportunities and Challenges: Asia and Oceania” by Nor Mokthar
“Virtual exchange for adult learners in graduate programs: A literature review”
by Catherine Shiffman
“Seizing the Moments of Leverage: Embedding Global Virtual Learning into the
Fabric of a University” by Amy Sarch and Younus Mirza 

 The Barzinji Institute gave six presentations at various international conferences.
They included:

The Shenandoah delegation at the International
Virtual Exchange Conference (IVEC) in Valencia,
Spain

Associate Provost Amy Sarch and Director
Younus Y. Mirza present on how the Barzinji
Institute embeds virtual learning into the fabric
of the University
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Top Left: Dr. Mira Kartiwi presents at the annual American Association of Colleges
and Universities conference in Washington, DC
Top Right: Dr. Cathy Shiffman presents on Adult learners and virtual exchange at the
IVEC conference
Bottom Left: Dr. Nor Mokhtar (IIUM) presents at a plenary session at the IVEC
conference on opportunities and challenges in Southeast Asia 
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Pilgrimage VR
The Barzinji Institute continues to facilitate the production of Pilgrimage VR where
students get the opportunity to virtually visit pilgrimage sites around the world, such
as that in Mecca. The Project is directed by Shenandoah University Professor
Mohammad F. Obeid and funded by the Center for Islam in the Contemporary World
(CICW).

Dr. Obeid demos the Pi lgrimage VR
project to prospective pi lgrims 

https://www.su.edu/blog/2022/05/10/su-professor-working-on-educational-vr-platform-for-islamic-pilgrimages/
https://www.su.edu/blog/2022/05/10/su-professor-working-on-educational-vr-platform-for-islamic-pilgrimages/
https://www.su.edu/faculty-staff/faculty/mohammad-f-obeid/
https://www.su.edu/faculty-staff/faculty/mohammad-f-obeid/
https://www.contemporaryislam.org/
https://www.su.edu/faculty-staff/faculty/mohammad-f-obeid/
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Hosting
The Barzinji Institute hosts two
international guests, the first Professor
Mira Kartiwi from the International
Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM) and
the second being Professor Sammie
Buzzard from the United Kingdom.

Staci Stroble (Shenandoah University) and
Sammie Buzzard (Cardiff University) present on
their COIL project

Sammie Buzzard (University of Cardiff in the
UK) receives a gift from Associate Provost and
Barzinji Institute supervisor Amy Sarch

Guests presented on their Global Virtual
Learning projects and toured the
university, learning everything from its
virtual reality lab to first year seminar
courses.  
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Podcasts

Director Younus Mirza joins the
Shenandoah University podcast Buzzwords
to discuss the rise of COIL and Global
Virtual Learning on campus. 

Communication
The Barzinji Institute email listserv grows
to 500 members from around the world.
We have also updated our website, and
developed a presence on Twitter and
Facebook.

500
members

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/episode-20-global-with-younus-mirza/id1553915666?i=1000555051633
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/episode-20-global-with-younus-mirza/id1553915666?i=1000555051633
https://dryounusmirza.us4.list-manage.com/subscribe/post?u=6a78dc6f607edb611760ae179&id=c0dd489f84
http://su.edu/barzinji
https://twitter.com/BarzinjiL
https://www.facebook.com/BarzinjiInstitute/?ref=pages_you_manage
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New Technologies

The Institute demos new technologies, specifically 360 GLE which allows students to
visit an international site using the latest 3D cameras. Instructors Bethany Galipeau-
Konate and Alanna Tierno are using 360 GLE in their January-term class. 




